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Greetings Members and Supporters,

I want to personally thank you all for attending the Ford MDA 8th annual conference and membership meeting in Las Vegas, 
Nevada from October 6th through 8th. Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, we had to cancel our meeting in 2020. We were 
determined to have a conference in 2021 albeit virtual, virtual hybrid, or face to face. This was also the first conference for 
our new dealers. We wanted to make sure that there was an avenue that made them feel welcome and an opportunity to 
engage and or participate as a seasoned dealer member. 

The input we receive to put on our conference is invaluable. I want to thank those that spent countless hours behind 
the scenes working with an uncertainty due to COVID-19. Our vendors went beyond the call of duty. The vendors had 
meetings and strategies before the conference which I believe made our conference a success. During the year, our board 
has standing committees that focus on our mission and objectives. From those meetings we can gain valuable insight on 
information that we feel will help our dealers become or increase their profit. The committees are meeting now to start 
looking for ways to assist you in 2022. As a member, we may call on you to sit on one of our committees. We believe that the 
more dealer voices we can recruit for committees, the stronger our association will be for years to come.

As the pandemic starts to plateau, we know that the retail automobile industry may never be the same. There are going to 
be opportunities to purchase Ford franchises. As an association we will do everything in our power to assist our members to 
fulfil their objective of getting another dealership. Our other main objective is to sustain and strengthen the current dealers 
that we have. We understand that dealers issues can affect majority and minority dealers. However, we also know that if the 
situation has a disproportioned effect on our membership body, we as an association may not be able to absorb the blow. 

One of our member benefits is providing access to the National Association of Minority Automobile Dealers (NAMAD). 
Therefore, as a member you can attend the NAMAD conference at no registration cost. The NAMAD conference this year 
is December 7th – 10th at the iconic Fontainebleau hotel and resort in Miami, Florida. This will be the continuation of the 
virtual meeting that was held earlier in the year in July. The NAMAD conference will have vendors on display that are eager 
to assist you with your dealership. Workshops will provide technical assistance to members and their team. The awards 
dinner continues to recognize dealer advocates and lifelong achievement dealers in the retail automobile industry. So, if you 
have not registered, it is not too late for you to join us in beautiful Miami, Florida. 

It is also part of our strategy as an association that we will constantly be on the lookout for opportunities to share with our 
members. In fact, we are starting to see opportunities that are pouring into the Ford MDA office. And for any reason, if you 
are contemplating selling your dealership, please let us know. The information you provide us with is confidential. Thank 
you for your continued support of our association. Please continue staying safe, as we look forward to finishing 2021 strong.

Sincerely,

Ray (JR) Fregia Jr.
Chairman

Message from the
Chairman
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Connect with us

AGWS Announces its Attendance at the 2021 
RVDA Show and its Sponsorship of The Big 

Raise for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital 
WARRENVILLE, IL – November 8, 2021 –  American Guardian Warranty Services, Inc. (AGWS), a leading finance and 
insurance (F&I) provider in the industry, offering products and services in the automotive, RV, powersports, marine, 
and commercial trucking markets, will return to the 2021 National RV Dealers Association Convention, Nov. 8 – 12, 
2021 at Paris Las Vegas. 

AGWS is eager to return in person to this year’s RVDA Convention and invites attendees to stop by Booth #501 to 
learn more about the newest AGWS products and services, as well as additional details on The Big Raise for the St. 
Jude event, which AGWS is proud to be the lead sponsor on for the fifth year. In addition to its presence on the exhibit 
floor, AGWS will be hosting a private event during RVDA for the company’s Agents and Dealers at Margaritaville on 
Tuesday, Nov. 9. 

The Big Raise for St. Jude Children’s Hospital is taking place at the Reunion Golf Resort & Spa in Kissimmee, FL, Jan. 
30 – 31, 2022. The two-day, all-inclusive event will consist of a welcome dinner on Sunday night, and a golf tournament 
Monday on the resort’s signature courses designed by three of golf’s greatest legends – Jack Nicklaus, Tom Watson, 
and Arnold Palmer. On course contests, a team competition, and a putting contest are several of the days’ highlights. 

“After not being able to attend in person events for a couple of years now, AGWS is looking forward to once again 
sponsoring this event, which will greatly benefit the kids of St. Jude,” said Jon A. Anderson, President and COO of 
AGWS. “I have been blessed to be involved with this event for five years, and the hospital for longer. I look forward to 
others in our network joining us, supporting the kids, and seeing how everyone can participate in making a difference 
for a great cause,” said Anderson. 

Click Here for more information on The Big Raise for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital and sponsorship 
opportunities.

About American Guardian Warranty Services, Inc. (AGWS) 
Headquartered just outside of Chicago, Illinois, AGWS is an innovative provider of administration services for Agents 
and Dealers offering vehicle protection products, limited warranties, and a variety of environmental and aftermarket 
products across the United States. Since its inception in 1998, the goals of AGWS are to offer superior claim processing, 
exceptional customer service, and unrivaled profitability options. Products are insured by “A” and “A-” (Excellent) 
rated carriers. AGWS is part of the American Guardian Group of Companies and enjoys an A+ rating with the Better 
Business Bureau. For more information, visit agws.com or the AGWS University at agwsu.com.

https://agws.com/
https://www.rvda.org/convention
https://agws.com/news-events/
https://agws.com/news-events/
https://agws.com/
https://agws.com/fi-training/
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Dear Members and Supporters,

The great Greek philosopher Socrates (470 BC - 399 BC) once said, “The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting 
the old, but on building the new.” No one will argue that COVID-19 was a chief disruptor around the globe. The automobile industry was 
not immune from the disruption that COVID-19 brought in the world economy. One could say that COVID-19 accelerated strategies such 
as online shopping. Therefore, pushing forward the way we will be doing business in the future. The immediate change facing dealers is 
having them to make decisions based on subtleties never seen before that will affect their business for years to come. 

The Electric Vehicle (EV) market is front and center becoming the vehicle of the future. We are excited about Ford’s bold move into this 
space. As an association, we want to make sure that our dealers are equip with the tools and resources to be a major player in the future. 
The EVs will bring fantastic opportunities for our dealers. This is change and from what I hear from our dealer members is that dealers are 
embracing EV. As your association, we will continue to work with Ford to see how we can reenforce the efforts that you are currently work-
ing on in your dealership. We want to ensure that you have all the tools you need to take advantage of this growing and exciting market. 

As you have heard by now, Ford has a goal of increasing its minority dealer count by a net 96 in 5 years. There is excitement and a buzz 
around Ford accomplishing this objective. If you are interested in getting another dealership, this is the time to start the process. A good 
barometer evaluating to see if you qualify for another dealership is looking at your resources through the 4Cs. This will give you a strategy 
to shore up any challenges that you may have before you pursue the opportunity. Further, your sales expectancy and CSI score will play 
a significant part in getting another Ford dealership. It is our goal to assist you with your strategy by providing workshops, webinars, and 
training. 

The workshops are well received at our conference. Participants believe the content presented is value added. We will put all slides 
for workshops on our Ford MDA site in the members only section. The files are in PDF format so no one should have any issues with 
downloading the documents. Further, files are immediately uploaded; so, whenever a member wants to refer to a workshop, files readily 
retrieved. 

We are putting together a series of webinars for 2022. This is based on our survey results and the feedback we got from members that 
attended the conference. Our vendors are supporting us with expert content making the webinars a success. Further, the content of the 
webinars is useful for your team to use in the store and take advantage of increasing their knowledge. 

I am happy to announce that we have training funds for you to utilize for your dealership in 2022. Please reach out to Osvaldo Garcia Jr 
for more information on the training that we have available. We will also be sending out emails to you as well reminding you that training 
dollars are available. 

Our strategy is to help you plan for change and the uncertainty that the current environment is breeding. And if there is something you 
feel that we need to share with the rest of our dealers, please do not hesitate to send me any information that you want to share. 

In 2021 and beyond, it is our goal to continue improving tools and resources for you to be profitable. We pray that you and your family are 
staying safe during these challenging times. Also, that your employees, their families, and friends are safe as well.

Best Regards,

Dr. A.V. Fleming
Executive Director

Executive Director
Message from the

Marion Harris, President and CEO,
Ford Motor Credit Company
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Executive Director
Harris at MDA 

Conference
Ford Credit CEO Marion Harris sends his thanks for the meetings and 
great discussions during the October Ford MDA Annual Conference in Las 
Vegas. Jim Drotman and Craig Carrington joined many of the discussions. 

During his keynote speech, Marion emphasized Ford Credit’s role in the 
Ford+ plan and its plan to grow customer loyalty, disrupt in commercial 
vehicle financing and lead in electric vehicle financing. The plan will 
be built around diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) and the enterprise 
commitment to creating a culture of belonging for all those in the Ford 
family, including our dealers. 

Marion stressed the importance of continuing and building strong minority 
dealer relationships and the company’s commitment to building DEI into its 
representation.   

“We need you to do the same, to make sure your leadership teams and customer-facing employees reflect the communities 
you serve,” Marion said.

Ford Credit Org Update
Ford Credit has announced organizational changes, including setting up a new organization, as it helps deliver the Ford+ 
plan.

Ford Pro FinSimple – Ford Credit’s support of Ford’s commercial unit announced in May – is being organized into a global 
unit. The new organization will aim to disrupt commercial financing with exceptional products and services and help us 
support commercial customers together.

Jim Drotman, who has led the Americas and International team for three years, is the new head of Ford Pro FinSimple.

With the creation of the Ford Pro FinSimple team, the team in North America now will focus directly on serving consumers 
and dealers.

Craig Carrington, who led brand and marketing, has shifted into the role of executive vice 
president of Ford Credit U.S., Canada and International. Craig will use this platform to deepen and strengthen relationships 
with you.

Marion Harris, President and CEO,
Ford Motor Credit Company
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On September 27th 2021, Ford announced its 
largest-ever investment project. In addition to their 
significance in terms of investment amounts and 
employment impact, these investments provide a 
glimpse into what is likely to be an imminent wave 
of electrification-related announcements.

In a joint venture with SK Innovation, Ford will 
establish a 3,600-acre campus, “BlueOval City,” 
in Stanton, Tennessee, and a separate, 1,500-acre 
campus, “BlueOvalSK Battery Park,” in Glendale, 
Kentucky. Both facilities will begin operations in 
2025. Altogether, Ford and SK Innovation will 
invest $11.4 billion in these facilities, of which 
Ford will contribute $7 billion. Ford anticipates 
the new operations will create nearly 11,00 new 
jobs. Across the three new battery plants—one 
in BlueOval City and two at BlueOvalSK Battery 
Park—Ford will establish 129 gigawatt-hours of 
annual battery production capacity, sufficient to 
supply 1 million battery electric vehicles each 
year. These investments support Ford’s goal that 

battery electric vehicles represent 40 to 50 percent of the 
company’s total global volume by 2030.

BlueOval City, to be developed on the Memphis Regional 
Megasite in Stanton, Tennessee, will feature Ford’s first 
new greenfield vehicle assembly plant since 1969. In 
addition to the assembly plant, the site will include a 
battery production facility, a supplier park, and room for 
future expansions. When production commences in 2025, 
the BlueOval City Assembly Plant will produce the next 
generation of electric F-series trucks, and the co-located 
battery plant will supply the batteries for these vehicles. 
BlueOval City represents a $5.6 billion investment by 
Ford and SK Innovation and is expected to employ 5,800 
workers when fully operational.

BlueOvalSK Battery Park, to be located in Glendale, 
Kentucky, represents a $5.8 billion investment. The two 
battery facilities here will be each have an annual capacity 
of 43 gigawatt-hours and will supply future Ford and 
Lincoln battery electric vehicles.

The BlueOval Investment Announcement
By Bernard Swiecki Director, Research
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The BlueOval Investment Announcement

Site Selection
Ford’s choice of Tennessee and Kentucky 
for the BlueOval facilities garnered extensive 
attention. Ford executives and spokespersons 
have identified several key location factors in the 
investment decision, including site size, “shovel-
readiness,” the ability to have an on-site supplier 
park and co-locate battery production alongside 
vehicle assembly, as well as available land for 
future expansion. Other factors identified include 
site preparation and existing infrastructure, 
workforce availability, energy infrastructure 
quality and capacity, the availability of renewable 
energy, low energy costs, efficient logistics and 
transportation, low natural disaster risk, and state 
incentives.

Incentive Details
BlueOval City and BlueOvalSK Battery 
Park received substantial incentives from 
Tennessee and Kentucky, many of which remain 
undisclosed. Fully disclosed incentives alone 

total $866 million. The incentives that have been 
publicly identified are listed below.

• Tennessee, grant to Ford and SK Innovation: 
$500 million

• Tennessee, establishment of the Tennessee 
College of Applied Technology on-site at 
BlueOval City: $80 million

• Tennessee, development of the Tennessee 
Memphis Regional Megasite: Over $200 
million

• Kentucky, forgivable loan: $250 million
• Kentucky, training funds: $36 million

Other automakers, including Stellantis and Toyota, 
have indicated they intend to make their own 
battery plant investment announcements soon. In 
order to be successful in attracting these facilities, 
the states, provinces, and communities that vie 
to land them will have to field highly incentivized 
offers that allow a rapid start of production with 
minimal site preparation.
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Know Where 
You Stand… 

We encourage you to review the F-150 Playbook and share it with your 
sales and finance teams. It’s one of many valuable resources that can be 
found on the Focus Audiences Resource Site. Find it in the Integrate tab, 
under Products, Inventory and Shopping.

If you have any questions, email us at focusaudiences@forddealerdashboard.com

Reach More Focus Audiences
Grow More F-150 Sales
The newest Focus Audiences resource is now available! Created to help Dealers grow F-150 
sales with African Americans, Hispanics and Women, you can access the F-150 Playbook: 
Reach More Focus Audiences. Grow More F-150 Sales on the Focus Audiences Resource Site.

STRATEGIES, INSIGHTS AND MORE. 
This F-150 Playbook contains:  
 • FSPU share among Focus Audiences 

 •  Purchase reasons and valuable insights about the  
Hispanic, African American and Women F-150 drivers 

 • Strategies and actions you can take to up your digital game 

 •  Ways you can create a more welcoming and inclusive  
buying experience 

 • Tips on how to close the sale, including ITIN information 
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Most dealerships 
have drastically 
reduced their 
marketing spend 
due to inventory 
shortages. This is 
understandable, but 
that doesn’t mean 
marketers should 
be resting on their 
laurels. In the last 
two years, the car 
shopping experience 
has changed 

dramatically. Has your marketing strategy evolved 
with it? 

Today’s car shoppers conduct a lot of research 
before reaching out to dealerships. When they 
do contact a dealership, they want information, 
transparency and personalized communications. 
Your marketing efforts need to meet consumers 
where they are in the shopping process and/or in 
the ownership lifecycle.

Use this marketing downtime to learn how to 
use your customer data to develop targeted 
campaigns. Since the average dealership does 
not have to prospect for new customers right 
now, a good place to start is with current leads. 
Dealers are getting plenty of leads, and every lead 
deserves a response, regardless of your inventory 
situation.

Start by creating target audiences for three 
different types of leads: high funnel, mid funnel 
and low funnel leads. Then create a marketing 
campaign for each type of lead. 

High Funnel Prospects
These consumers are undecided and are 
shopping online anonymously. They submit leads 
with general questions or limited information. 
They’re viewing VDPs but they don’t have a 
purchase timeline. 

How do you market to these leads? Since these shoppers 
typically don’t even know what make or model they want, 
send follow up campaigns with your dealership’s value 
proposition messaging. Highlight your five-star reviews. 
If you have a digital retail experience, offer to help them 
through the car-buying experience. 

Mid Funnel Prospects
These consumers are closer to purchase and have a 
timeline in mind. They submit leads with specific questions 
and have probably used at least some of the digital 
retailing tools on your website. They may have narrowed 
down a make/model, but are still considering options such 
as leasing versus financing, or different trim levels. 

How do you market to these leads? First, learn to 
communicate with them via their preferred channel. Most 
marketing campaigns are still conducted by email but text 
is far more effective. Getting permission to contact these 
leads by text is key to keeping them engaged. Send videos 
that highlight the features of the makes and models they’re 
interested in. If you are targeting shoppers that haven’t 
made it through your digital retail experience, encourage 
them to pick up where they left off. Create how-to guides 
or short videos to walk shoppers through the process.

Low Funnel Prospects
These car shoppers are ready to purchase. They 
have contacted the dealership to set up a test drive 
or appointment. If you have a digital retail experience 
they have submitted a deal online, or engaged with a 
BDC agent or salesperson. They may have visited your 
showroom.

How do you market to these shoppers? Use data collected 
from their conversations and digital retailing leads to 
segment them. Send information about manufacturer 
specials for their vehicle of interest. Send messaging about 
your F&I products, and offer to bring the test drive to them. 
Create a sense of urgency in your messaging, as most low 
funnel shoppers are ready to buy within a few days.

When you can deliver personalized, targeted messaging to 
the right prospects at the right time, your overall marketing 
costs will decrease while your ROI increases. Now is a 
great time to learn how to leverage your customer data so 
you can keep future marketing costs down.

Modernize Your Marketing Strategy
By Perry Watson IV



 
 
 
Elena Ford          Ford Motor Company  
Chief Customer Experience Officer        1 American Road   
          Dearborn, Michigan 48126 
 
September 2021 
 
All Store Owners and Store Leadership, 
 
At Ford, we want to treat customers like family and deliver consistent, personalized and 
differentiated experiences that our customers love. Building upon 12 remarkable years, the 
Consumer Experience Movement (CEM) continues to help stores transform and shift to a 
more customer-centric culture.  
 
CEM is built on the belief that great employee experiences lead to great customer experiences 
and positive business results. Together, we can help you build upon the human-centric 
behaviors that are essential for your long-term success – through customized action planning 
and solutions that work specifically for you and your team.  
 
As we continue to adjust to evolving customer expectations and navigate through a global 
pandemic, we are changing the way we interact with our customers. We are moving from a 
relationship that focused heavily on the shop/buy process, to an always-on, connected 
relationship that delivers experiences and vehicles that get better over time. 
The past 18 months have reminded us that, like family, we need to care of each other and show 
up with fresh solutions that are designed around our employees and customers. 
 
If you’re already enrolled in CEM, I applaud your commitment to continue on this journey with 
us; you are one of over 900 stores in 20 countries who are on a transformative path of igniting a 
customer-centric culture at your dealership. If you have not yet enrolled, please don’t get left 
behind – I encourage you to join us in bringing a world-class customer experience to your store. 
 
I hope you and your loved ones are staying safe and healthy. 
 
Best Regards, 
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Category CEM Lite CEM Standard 

Included in Package 3 In-Store Days or 24 Hours 5 In-Store Days or 40 Hours

Cost $4,000 $6,000
Complimentary Service Mystery Shop  (Year 1 stores only) – with option to 

purchase additional Mystery Shops at a reduced rate X X

CEM Designed CX/EX Tools/Workshops/Resources; Professional Coaching; 
Employee Viewpoint Survey X X

Option to purchase additional Mystery Shop Packages X X

Option to purchase additional In-Store / Remote Coach Visits X X

Co-op Funding Eligible X X

Master Class Disruption Series w/Thought Leaders X X

CX/CEM Learning Labs w/Ford Program Managers, CEM Dealers & Coaches X X

Spotlight on CEM Podcast Series w/CX Ford Subject Matter Experts, CEM 
Dealers, and Coaches X X

Dealer Private Facebook Page X X
US CEM HUB website with additional tools and resources X X

Special Invitations to Ford CX Events, i.e. Dipped in Blue (DiB) X X

Special Bonus: 
Participating CEM Stores will receive 10% payback at end of year for the 

following packages. (CEM Lite Package $400 and CEM Standard $600)

Actual cost will be $3600 for the base 
packages

Actual cost will be $5400 for the base 
packages

Additional Purchased Visits: Ford will co-fund five additional visits. Cost for more than five additional visits will be the responsibility of the dealership. 

Dealer Billing: Dealers will be billed after each coach visit.

2022 ENROLLMENT PACKAGES2022 Enrollment Packages
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2021 Ford 
Minority Dealers 

Association 
Membership 

Meeting
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Golf Outing

Town Hall Meeting
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Ford Minority Dealers Association Annual Membership Meeting

Wednesday Workshokp #2 Ford Minority Dealers Association Annual Membership Meeting

Town Hall MeetingThursday Workshop #2
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Town Hall Meeting

Town Hall Meeting

Town Hall Meeting

Town Hall Meeting

Town Hall Meeting
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Thursday Workshop #1 Thursday — Dinner and Recognition Event

Ford Minority Dealers Association Annual Membership Meeting
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Welcome Event Dinner Golf OutingThursday — Dinner and Recognition Event

Thursday — Dinner and Recognition Event
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Thursday — Dinner and Recognition Event

Vendor Visits
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Ford Minority Dealers Association Annual Membership Meeting

Thursday — Dinner and Recognition Event Welcome Event Dinner
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Thursday — Dinner and Recognition Event

Thursday — Dinner and Recognition Event
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Thursday — Dinner and Recognition Event

Welcome Event Dinner

Thursday — Dinner and Recognition Event

For more photos please click here 
or visit fordmda.com/2021-membership-meeting

Thursday — Dinner and Recognition Event

https://fordmda.com/2021-membership-meeting/
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Keeping the 
Salesperson in the 
Sales Process

As more and more dealers define and redefine their sales process to handle digital retailing and online customers, many 
take the salesperson out of the sales transaction.  This is concerning on many levels.

For years now, we’ve trained salespeople to read and recognize nonverbal cues from customers. Research shows that 
up to 93% of all communication is nonverbal. A gesture, a frown, or an unintentional eye-roll will often tell a salesperson 
more about a customer’s needs and desires than a page of text.  Are we handicapping our salespeople if we don’t 
provide the necessary tools to allow them to converse non-verbally with their customers?  

Although many customers have a negative connotation of automotive salespeople, they are searching for a salesperson 
they trust to assist them in making the right decision. It is much easier to build trust non-verbally.   When the customer 
does not have the support of a professional salesperson early in the sales process, they often make poor decisions on 
which product is best for them, which leads to dissatisfaction in the process and the product.

Many of today’s digital retailing vendors provide dealers with a do-it-yourself (DIY) process that encourages the customer 
to complete as much of the transaction online before engaging with the dealership. However, this, too, can lead to 
dissatisfaction if they need to re-do the procedure at the dealership. 

11sight’s video call platform provides the salesperson and customer a digital video portal to communicate verbally and 
non-verbally throughout the sales process. For example, the customer can use this platform to select the right vehicle, 
see a video walk-around, get an evaluation on their trade, negotiate the deal, and even securely discuss credit, finance 
options, and get voluntary protection products from a professional salesperson online without coming into the showroom.

11sight’s digital video portal provides each salesperson with a marketing platform that allows salespeople to use social 
media to maintain a relationship with the customers throughout the ownership lifecycle, thus keeping the salesperson in 
the transaction for life.    

About 11Sight
11Sight is a digital video portal that combines an 800-number experience with that of FaceTime. Customers can originate private calls with no 
downloads, no registration, no friending, on any device. Businesses have the same choice when answering. Plus, they get complete control and 
visibility over the calls, benefit from standard features such as call forwarding, message lines; and the platform easily integrates into existing IT 
systems such as CRM’s websites and Facebook/Meta postings.

About the Author
Reggie Vaughn is a sales coach with 37 years of automotive experience in retail and wholesale variable operations. He founded Sales 
Performance Success, a sales enablement company in 2014.  Vaughn helps sales teams create and implement sales processes that anticipant 
the needs of the consumer and opportunities for dealerships to profit and grow.
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Essential Estate 
Planning Strategies 
not to be Ignored

With most tax planning, there are certain strategies that are generally effective and shouldn’t be ignored. 
The same holds true for estate planning. Here are three essential estate planning strategies to consider 
that may help you achieve your goals.

1. Use an ILIT to hold life insurance 
Do you own an insurance policy on your life? Then be aware that a substantial portion of the 
proceeds could be lost to estate taxes if your estate is large enough to be liable for them. The exact 
amount will depend on the estate tax exemption available at your death as well as the estate tax rates 
that apply.

However, if you don’t own the policy, the proceeds won’t be included in your taxable estate. 
One effective strategy for keeping life insurance out of your estate is to set up an irrevocable life 
insurance trust (ILIT) to buy and hold the policy.

If you already own your life insurance policy, you can transfer the policy to an ILIT. But watch out for 
the “three-year rule,” which provides that certain assets, including life insurance, transferred within 
three years of your death are pulled back into your estate and potentially taxed.

 

2. Place assets in a credit shelter trust
Designating your spouse as your sole beneficiary may seem like a good strategy. But doing so can 
waste your estate tax exemption.

Suppose you leave everything to your spouse. There will be no current estate tax at your death 
because of the unlimited marital deduction (assuming your spouse is a U.S. citizen). When your 
spouse dies, however, the assets transferred to him or her at your death will be included in his or her 
taxable estate (assuming the assets remain intact). A portion of your spouse’s estate could be subject 
to estate tax, depending on a variety of factors such as the size of your spouse’s total estate and the 
estate tax exemption available at his or her death.
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You can preserve your exemption and reduce or even eliminate estate taxes by placing assets in 
a credit shelter trust. If properly structured, the trust provides your spouse with income for life — 
and access to the principal as needed — but the assets aren’t included in his or her estate. Plus, 
your own exemption shields the trust assets from estate tax.

3. Take advantage of a gifting strategy
Don’t underestimate the tax-saving power of making gifts. Currently, the annual exclusion is 
$15,000 per recipient ($30,000 if you split gifts with your spouse).

Annual exclusion gifts can be more effective because, unlike lifetime exemption gifts, they 
don’t reduce the amount of wealth you can transfer tax-free at death under your estate tax 
exemption. Gifting, whether under the annual exclusion or lifetime exemption, also removes future 
appreciation from your taxable estate.

Work with a Pro

There’s much you need to consider when developing or reviewing your estate plan. Contact us so you 
can keep your plan on the right track.
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Our Valued Sponsors and Vendors
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